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About This Game

Tidalis is a block-based puzzle game with casual appeal, hardcore depth, and an addictive new "streams" mechanic. The game is
brimming over with riffs and variants on that core mechanic with 20 game modes, dozens of special blocks and items, and 115
levels in the adventure mode alone. The basic rules of the game are this: blocks fall down into the board and have a color and an
arrow direction. If a stack of blocks exceeds the height of the board, you lose. In order to clear blocks, you must right-click and

drag paths through the arrows to set up chain reactions of like-colored blocks.
If this sounds simple, that's because it is -- you'll be lining up lengthy chains within minutes. But you'll be surprised how much
brainpower it takes to set up combos of multiple chains, and the many brainteaser-style puzzles include some real stumpers.

Tidalis has co-op and competitive multiplayer modes (both online and offline); action-oriented modes and timer-less
brainteasers; a lengthy, casual-friendly adventure mode; twenty unique game modes providing innumerable twists to the basic

gameplay; dozens of special blocks and items; and over fifty minutes of beautiful music to go with the painterly art.
In short, several games' worth of content are built on top of this core mechanic, which you'll quickly find to be as iconic as it is

novel.
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Key Features:

Puzzle game with casual appeal, hardcore depth, and an addictive new mechanic.

Two-player co-op and competitive play (both local and networked).

A wide selection of both action-oriented or brainteaser-like levels.

Casual-friendly adventure mode, hardcore-focused custom games and vs modes.

20+ game styles, and dozens of items and special blocks.

Rich, painterly art style and beautiful music.

Players can create and share whole new themes, levels, and adventures.

Options for colorblind players, players averse to lots of light and motion, and older computers.
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Title: Tidalis
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Arcen Games, LLC
Publisher:
Arcen Games, LLC
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2010
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Totally Worth The 49 Cents, I Have Never Played Such An Action Packed Game.. Not even at $0,57 can I recommend this
game to anyone :P. My expectatoins were low but this game is a total waste of time. Basically you walk slowly(or extra slowly if
you hold shift) through pretty repetitive and uninteresting rooms for 90% of the game occasionally solving simple\/tedious find
all the switches style puzzles. There are two segments during which you are forced to run which are somewhat tense but the rest
of the time you are just walking slowly with the occasional loud noise scare popping up. While you are trying to enjoy your
walking simulator you recieve the story in a pretty monotone narration that is very vague\/nonsensical at times. I was really
expecting this to be a Dear Esther clone, but it doesn't even deserve to be compared to that game.

One of the main issues I have with this game is the immersion. In a game like this atmosphere is everything and a big part of
that is being in control and experiencing everythging first hand. However repeatedly the game takes control of the camera and
completely breaks the mood. The best example of this is the cage scene in the trailer featured on the store page(that scene which
appeared to be interactive was half the reason i bought the game), That whole segment is a cutscene though you have no control
whatsoever on the cage comes down even though the trailer makes it appear that way. It also doesn't help that there are a mind
numbingly large amount of dead ends \/ repetitive empty rooms that you have to go through. There is also a surprisingly small
amount of detail given to each are sure there were a couple of areas which appeared interesting but for the most part the
enviornment was very bland.

Finally the cherry on the pie is the game is a whole 40 minutes to an hour long. I came in at 60 minutes on the dot and that was
after dying repeatedly and having the game crash to desktop 30 minutes in. It also ends rather abruptly with a cliffhanger that
will lead into part 2 if it is ever made.. nice puzzle game but fixed key mapping, hard for those who only WASD like me.... This
game is DEEP. The engine makes for a completely realistic sim. Too much spending and not enough revenue will run your
company straight into the ground and the things you do behind the scenes matter just as much as the shows you put on. By the
same token, the text basis of the game may not be a graphic masterpiece but if you have a little imagination you can see it all in
your head and it boosts an already-great game to a whole new level. TEW is easy to mod into the real world and by putting
yourself into the game but Adam Ryland has created his own universe that is possibly more intriguing anyway. I find myself
thinking about what I'm going to do next even when I'm not playing the game and in that way it completely immerses you into
its world. If you find the behind the scenes of the business interesting in any way, this will be worth way more than the pricetag
Steam puts on it.

My only problem with the game is that when I put myself into the game, the highest rating I could get on my "sexy" gimmick
was an E-. If you want to scratch that match-three itch, with a non-Candy-Crush-RMT-esque-vibe, try the demo -- it's free!

If the demo makes you want to buy it, be _just_ a little careful.. The first levels are fun and easy, but there are some difficulty
jumps to deal with. As in, annoying dynamics that seem to auto-lose you the level you're currently on, several times.

Not that there's anything like permadeath in this game -- the Casual tag is earned. Quite the opposite, you can grind earlier levels
for deployable upgrades. It's just that, they're _random_ in their placement, and they still mostly depend on "gem" color.

The gameplay is fast, the characters are cute -- it's the perfect time-waster I've been looking for. Recommended.. So why is the
'Civil War' and the 'Ant-Man' DLC not part of the Season Pass?
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Very good visual story with an interesting presentation. I decided to try several variations to look at different endings and now I
can say that the game impressed me. The authors allow the player to make a choice independently and the variability we see
immediately at the beginning of the game. I also liked the graphic part and art-design of this game, and this undoubtedly
distinguishes the novel from the other. The good news is that the developers will continue to publish new chapters and work on
the game.. Looks good, but once again a great game turned into a poor computer game, too slow paced i cannot recomend this
game to anyone unless you are really really boring and have no friends to play the real game with then yes this is for you!
Game uninstalled before even completing turn 2 it is that bad.. It takes 34 hours and i got 85% achievement unlocked...
,sure i mean 34 hours spent to clear this game. (all gold medal lol)

If you think to earn all achievement from this childish -looking game,
think again. Some of them are not easy as you think.

Super-click to boost production time is gone, if you play all previous
Farm Frenzy series, you should know what i mean but there is a timer
that exactly show when your product is done instead so you can
manage your production line better.

Graphic is quite good for a first time-full 3D farm frenzy. camera angle
can be adjusted but i prefer top view most,

Sound and music is okay too, dunno what to complain about it. haha

Luckily, i bought it with a discounted price but that's not too expensive
that much to buy at the full price, come on... it's worth to try :). Theres a bunch of achievements that don't work. Whatever you
do you cannot get them. Sad. Also, there are no trading cards.. Bowling is far too fast to enjoy this game.. Great game. Cool
mechanics!. it's very gud. This isn't exactly a bad game, its finished and it functions, but I defintely wouldn't recommend it.

The bosses are... frusterating. You feel too weak and their attacks feel unfair, not challenging or fun. Theres one boss where
you're in a small space and he frequently charges you at a speed which is faster then you can run. Theres no invis-frames after
taking damage, so if you get swarmed by bullets (this happens a lot in the first boss) your health will melt and you have no time
to recover.

The aesthetic is nice, its very Jhonen Vasquez and Binding of Issac like, but the art is defintely lacking in animation and effects.
Also, after beating the first boss, the next three bosses were just circles with faces on them. Next three in a row, just different
circles with a face, maybe some stuff hanging off them, and very little animation. This is a problem because you're going to be
fighting the same boss over and over and over, so it becomes noticable how kinda poorly done their designed. That's not to
completely discredit the art though, its overall good! I like how each stage has its own set of colors, and the bosses are at least
interesting at the start. I just wished they were more animated (and weren't usually just a floating cirlce)

One of the weirdest and most frusterating things is that to regain health, you have to STAND STILL for like, 30 seconds? This
is... so odd for a bullet hell game. Games like these are all about movement, so standing still and watching projectiles come at
you while you do nothing is really awful, not to mention near impossible most of the time. That's such a weird decision and I
really don't get it.

This is one of my favorite genres but I got quickly disinterested and frusterated, I hope this game can improve with some
updates but right now, its a little underwhelming. Not my thing, but maybe it'll be yours.. Good game, i would recommend it.
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